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Elegant design with endless possibilities
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The design ceiling Parafon Step in colours
is still alive and kicking
In the Parafon Step concept, we work with sound
absorbers in different sizes and thicknesses. The
different levels and geometrical shapes can be
mounted in different patterns, giving countless
possibilities for variations. The free choice of colour
provides additional opportunities to create an
unique acoustic ceiling. For Parafon Step in optional
colours, we utilize the contrast between the smooth
surfaces and the rough structure of the stone wool,
on the visible edges of the tiles, to create a dynamic
and vivid expression.

We are now introducing the popular Step concept to
the product range of Parafon Exclusive by adding a
completely new product to the series. It combines
the shapes and creative benefits of the Step concept,
with the elegant look of the snow-white Exclusive
surface and the fully covered white edges. These
assets put together creates a completely new and
fresh expression - Say hello to Parafon Exclusive Step!

Say hello to Parafon
Exclusive Step

Local production
in Skövde

With Parafon Exclusive Step, you can create
unique interior environments where the
ceiling is not only a neutral base, but where it
contributes to the interior design of the room.
Parafon Exclusive Step is an elegant sound
absorber with snow-white panels and fully
covered white edges. The tiles are available in
three different thicknesses in the most popular
format 600x600 mm.

The production is located at our Swedish
factory in Skövde. Here we manufacture our
acoustic panels with a special focus on the
Nordic market. We produce the tiles from stone
wool, which is excellent for sound absorption
purposes. On top of that, it is a naturally
durable and non combustible material. This
means that we meet Nordic requirements for
quality, fire safety, durability and design.

These acoustic panels can be mounted in
different levels and patterns with almost
unlimited possibilities. With the completely
white design, the result is an elegant and
exclusive surface - with a twist.

Facts
All three thicknesses of the Parafon Exclusive
Step panels are classified within the sound
absorption class A. This means that no matter
how you choose to combine the different
Parafon Exclusive Step tiles, you will always have
a ceiling with sound absorption class A.

Easy
to install

Combine
and vary

Parafon Exclusive Step is easy to install,
as the tiles are mounted in standard T15profiles, coloured in white. If you want to
go even further to enhance the sleek and
elegant look of the panels, you can also
choose to install them with a profile that
has a matte white surface.

Parafon Exclusive Step provides variation and
flexibility to your ceiling. We encourage combinations
using several of the different types of the Parafon
Exclusive panels. You can switch between different
tiles from the Parafon Exclusive concept in different
rooms, or why don’t you create an effect in a room
by breaking off a smooth Exclusive-surface with the
Exclusive Step tiles? The ceiling will come together as
a unified whole because of the uniform, snow-white
Exclusive surface.

Step E15

Three different thicknesses
creating different levels
18 mm - 34 mm - 50 mm
Parafon Exclusive Step is available in three different thicknesses that have different
suspension levels from the grid system. As a result you get a variation of height levels
in the ceiling. By mounting two or three thicknesses in different patterns it is possible
to create new and unique variations according to your design wishes.

Irregular

Diagonal

The predefined patterns that we call “Irregular” and “Diagonal” are two examples on
how you can install Parafon Exclusive Step sound absorbers in the format 600x600 mm.
Both patterns have the same number of tiles in the three thicknesses; 18, 34 and 50 mm.

High-class design ceiling
with elegant white surfaces
We have listened to what our customers have asked for and developed our new Parafon
Exclusive Step panel with the extra white surfaces. With this addition to the popular
Step concept you have a great freedom of design, with sound absorbers that suits
environments with high aesthetic standards. The unique design features do not affect the
quality standards of the product. It can in fact be used at locations with high demands for
both sound absorption and moisture resistance.

Get in touch with us
Parafon is your Nordic supplier of acoustic design ceilings. If you want
to know more, brainstorm ideas or if you need inspiration, please don’t
hesitate to contact our sound specialists. We enjoy talking about our
passion and we are happy to take on any exciting challenge.
Contact us today - You can find the contact information to the team
closest to you at www.parafon.com.
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